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This study is pert of summary o \ 
research in the reeding and lane.;uage ar\ts 
fields in which the experimental studie\s 
done at Boston University between 1930 
and 1953 were reviewed. The complete I 
stU y was done by: Evelyn Crocker, Ru+ 
Cullen, John Deasy , Marjorie Follensbee r 
Sylvia Gavel, Claire Grossman, Mary Hol es, 
Ruth Lurie, Anne Melker, Viols Petrocel ' 1, 
and Harriett Wilcox. 
HAND fR ITING 
i 
There have been twelve studies on handwriting iat Boston 
' University from 1938 to 1953 . The studies reviewed here all 
i 
I 
are concerned with different aspects of the proble~s in hand-
1 
writing . The fleld is studied from very beginning iwriting in 
I 
the first and second grade , in the intermediate grades, high-
school l'lri ting, to t he college level. 
areas which are investigated: cursive 
I There are t hree main 
I 
I 
writing in 9omparison 
I 
with manuscript writing, analysis of errors and degeneration 
I 
of handwriting , and analysis of factors affecting ~andwriting. 
I 
The studies on the comparison of cursive and manus~ript writing 
I 
were done on the primary level by Lund (7 ) and Lindoln (6) , on 
' 
t he college level by aasbyll (8). The analysis ot[ errors and 
! 
d egen eration was done on the upper elementary and ~igh school 
level by Pemmrden (10) and Fisl<:e (3). 
affecting handwriting was done for motor 
(11) and for handedness by Ambrose (1). 
; 
I 
The analysi1s of factors 
! 
coordinati!on by Rowley 
i 
In this group of studies there l'lere also t he following non-
1 
i 
experimental papers . A summary of research in manuscript writ-
ing by Jones (4), a handwriting scale by Donnelly (;2), an evalu-
ative criteria for handwriting by 1tarr (9), a paperJ on fourth 
grade handl'lriting by Lidwin (5) and a survey of han[dwriting and 
I 
occupations by 1vhi tten (12). I 
In the studies being reviewed a number of methods were 
I 
! 
used to evaluate the writing. In all cases there w.as a degree 
I 
of sub jective evaluation involved but most of the s;tudies tried 
I 
to compensate for this by having more than one judg:e for the 
papers . Handwriting samples were usually of two kinds . In the 
first the individual wrote a given paragraph or sen~ence 
I 
speed ; second , the individual wrote a given paragra~h or 
I 
I 
for 
sen-
tence for form. In some studies samples of daily work were 
also studied . 
I 
The handwriting samples were then evaluation br two means: 
either by scales built by the authors or by publish~d scales . 
The studies by Lincoln ( 6) and Pem~arden (10) used fcales built 
, I 
by the authors . The published scales were the Ayers Scale used 
I 
i n the Ambrose (1) and asbyll (8) studies which m~asures slant , 
I 
al i gnment , line quality , letter formation and spaci~g of cursive 
wri ting , t he Conard J.Ianuscript Writing Standards , P~n and Pencil 
I 
I 
Form used by }laasbyll (8) , the Freeman Scale used by Ambrose (1) 
to judge quality. in cursive writing and the Zaner- Bloser lvri ting 
I 
I 
Scale for Sixth Grade used by Fiske (3) to judge slant , spacing , 
I 
I 
size , line quality, and a l i gnment of cursive writing . 
I 
The Lincoln ( 6) , Lund (7 ) and J.aasbyll (8) papers all com-
' pared manuscri pt and cursive writing . Each took a different as-
i 
pect for comparison . Lund (7 ) studied the relative ! effec~s of 
the use of manuscript writing and cursive writing on reading 
I 
i 
achievement in Grade One . The study was conducted over two years . 
I 
The first year, the first graders were taught cursive writing , 
the next year ' s first graders were taught manuscript: writing . 
I The rest of the curriculum remained the same . eading achieve-
! 
I 
ment t~as measured by a standard reading test in Apri~ of each 
i year . Lund (7) reports that manuscript writing had ~ more 
I 
I 
benefical effect on reading achievement in Grade One
1 
than did 
I 
cursive writing , Nhile none of the differences were ~ significant 
they were all in favor of manuscript writing. }!anuspript 
I 
writing seems to give greatest help to boys ip begin~ing read-
I 
ing and children with average I . Q.•s . 
I 
Lincoln (6) compared manuscript and cursive wri~ing at the 
I 
I first and second grade levels for legibility . Two first grades 
I 
and two second grades using cursive writing exclusively were 
I 
compared with the same number of classes that used only manu-
. I 
script writing . Both speed and form samples were co~pared . In 
I 
comparisons for form , slant , size , and alignment the imanuscript 
writing rated superior to cursive writing. Only in speed did 
I 
cursive writing rate superior . In comparison for gains from 
I 
first to second grade t hose using cursive writing made larger 
I 
I gains , but those using manuscript writing rated higher at the 
end of each grade . 
aasbyll ' s (8) study was done with college student , juniors 
I 
or above. He compared the speed and quality of manu$cript and 
cursive writing of college students after 15 weeks o~ instruc-
tion and practice on manuscript writing . The subjects , who had 
i 
' been using only cursive writing since the second grade , were 
I 
I 
given t . o periods of formal instruction in manuscript t~iting . 
During the following 15 weeks no more instruction t.fas given, 
i 
I 
l 
though the subjects were asked t o use manuscript writing for 
I 
. I 
their daily writing needs . The subjects were tested in both 
manuscript and cursive writing at the beginning an4 the end of 
the experiment, I~esul ts showed that adults can learn manuscript 
liri ting quickly and increase their speed quickly while maintain-
\ 
ing a greater degree of legibility than found in cursive writing . 
I 
I 
lvhile cursive writing \'las still faster at the end o'f the experi-
ment the difference was half what it was at the beginning of the 
study. 
These three studies liould seem to substantiate : the use of 
I 
manuscript writing in the primary grades because of '\ its aid to 
beginning reading and greater legibility. The last :study indi-
! 
cates the practicality for adults to use manuscript \writing where 
high 1 egibili ty . and sonte degree of speed is desired .: 
I 
I There are two studies .on handwriting errors and, degenera-
1 
tion in handwriting o Both studies take sixth grade rriting as 
I 
t heir basis of contparison , one with the eighth and t~nth grades, 
i 
the other with high school seniors . Penwarden (10) ~ries to 
determine the frequency of errors that persist in ha~dwriting 
in grades six, eight and ten , and the benefits deriv~d from un-
' 
supervised and supervised systems of handwriting . Tqe handwrit -
i 
ing diagnostic scale built for this study showed a cdrrelation 
of over . 9 between the ratings of the two authors . I . The hand-
writing in two towns were compared . 
is taught in grades one through six . 
In one town (A) ,handwriting 
I In town B handwritin g is 
I 
taught in grades through nine with an outside supervisor . The 
I 
I 
study showed results in favor of continued handwritin~ instruc-
tion till the ninth . grade . In both towns there was a :marlced 
' deterioration of writing as soon as instruction ended . There 
seemed to be no single type error made by most chi16ren at any 
I 
level . 
The study by Fiske (3) tiaS to find in what wa~s and to what 
' 
extent handwriting degenerates after formal instr uc1tion has 
been discontinued . Comparisons were made of the w~iting of the 
I 
same pupils in the sixth and 12th grades . The 12th~ graders 
I 
writ i ng was also tested for speed and daily work. .Degeneration 
i 
took place in a large number of the good sixth gradie writers. 
. I 
Those taking the College Course showed the least an10unt of de-
' I 
generation . The phases of form, spacing ., size, andl alignment 
. I 
shmved most degeneration. Little good writing was found in 
the daily work or speed tests of the high school sepiors. 
Both these studies have 
writing . we do not have any 
been done with pupils bsing cursive 
I 
I 
studies to indicate if the same 
I 
changea ... take place with manuscript tvri ting. There are strong 
' 
indications here that handwriting instruction shoula be continued 
through the ninth grade . 
I 
I The studies by Ambrose (1) and ~owley (11) have tried to 
i 
study single factors that influence handwriting . Ambrose (1) 
! 
stud ied the relationship between quality, legibility and speed 
! 
of handwriting of left- handed children in relationship to 
I 
posture , position of tool and paper , and approach tb writing . 
i There tiere two approaches : over approach where the: writer holds 
I 
his hand over the line he is tvriting on (writes from above) and 
the under approach tvhich is the approach used by mo~t right-
, 
i 
handed writers . lvhile left - handed children hold th~ir papers in 
six positions , the legibility and quality of I writing was about 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·equal f or all . 
.but there was no 
The commonest approach was the over: approach , 
I 
I 
difference in speed and quality between t he 
two ~pproaches . The body pasition seemed to have no effect on 
. i 
the lriting . Left- handed writers meet t he same stapdards f or 
speed and uality as do right - handed writers • 
... owley (11) questioned if slow handwriting is'the result of 
I 
low muscular coordination . After locating the slow1 and fast 
I 
t'friters in her group , each child was given four motpr coordina-
' 
tion tests : tapping , horizontal arm movement , fingr r movement , 
I 
and vertical arm ovements . For t he children tested results 
i 
I indicate that slm'f handwri t ing is not the result of i lo., museu-
lar coordination . I 
I 
As yet l-Je do not have any evidence to show what causes 
' 
' 
poor good writers . The tli'O studies just mentioned show that 
I 
handedness and motor coordination do no t seem too import nt . 
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Ambrose , liadeline Connell . 
Left - Handed Children. Ed . 1 • 1944. 48p . 
Problem: To sho -1 the relationship bettie en quality: and 1 egibil -
ity a nd speed of handli'riting of left - . anded child~en in relation 
to posture , position of tool and paper , and ap roach to lvriting . 
i 
Proc edure : Samples of handwriting ln both pencil ~nd ink were 
~~ I taken~ 7 6 left- handed pupils in grades 4 , 5 , and 6. 1 Each child 
I 
was tested individually and just told to copy the faragraph 
I 
to the best of his ability . Two minutes were allo~ed for each 
I 
paragraph. l.hile t he child t~as writing , the instr~ctor mar ked 
! 
I 
the body posture , paper position, pen and pencil pqsition and 
I 
over or under approach . The samples were judged 
slant , alignment, line quality , letter for ation 
legibility , 
spacing by 
the .Ayers Scale . The Freeman Scale was used to jud~ge quality . 
i 
The judges 1vere three experienced grade teachers an~ the author. 
I 
.faterials: The samples of handwriting were two par~graphs , one 
I 
in inlc and one in pencil . Each paragraph contained ! simple tvords 
I 
and included all the letters of the alphabet. \ ch~ck list 1-1as 
built by the author to check body and paper position . 
I 
Conclusions: 
1 . The left- handed children held their papers in six posi tions. 
36% held the paper t he same l-Jay as right banders do \(with the 
I 
paper turned obliquely toward t he left front c orner :of t he deslc) , 
29~ held t he paper opposite to t his position , 17 % he1rtd the paper 
; 
so the top edge of the paper parallels the front edg~ of the desk . 
I 
I 
2 . Legibility and 'Nriting quality were about equal in all the 
i 
writing positions . There· was a slight difference :in speed with 
t he paper being held parallel to the front edge of\ the desk 
I 
with 57 . 9 letters per minute , and ld th the paper h~ld so that 
! 
the top edge is parallel to the right side of the ~able , with 
I 
52 . 4. 
3 . 70~ of the children used the ov r ~pproach to their writing , 
I 
and 30% used the under approach . There was no dif~erence in 
speed and quality bet1~een the two approaches . 
i 
4 . All scores for quality , legibility and speed with the various 
bodily positions were so· close that apparently it mkkes no dif-
1 
fer nee how the child sits . 
5 . The left- handed writer meets the same standards i for speed and 
quality as did the right - hand d writers . 
I 
I 
Fisre , Gertrude J.Iarjorie . Degene~tion !!!_ Handwriting . Ed.:n. 
. . ' 
1945 . 56p. 
I 
Problem: In what ways and to what extent _handwriting degene-
' 
rates after formal instruction has been discontinu~d . 
Procedure : lfriting tests of high school seniors wldo ad no 
I 
! 
formal writing instruction since t he sixth grade we're cm pared 
I 
I 
with sa ples of their writing in t he sixth grade . Bot h samples 
I 
were graded for slant , spacing , size , line quality ~nd ali yn-
! 
ment according to the Zaner- Bloser riting ~calc for Sixt 
I 
I Grade . A speed test was given to the high school seniors and 
different phases of writing and compa ed f o se4 , I~ ., courses 
I 
taken , and ha dedness . The d ily writing of the students was 
also analyzed . 
}Iaterials : The sixth grade writing was a spelling list from the 
i 
! 
re tropolitan Achievement Test (Forrn B) for Grades 4,: 5 , and 6 • . 
I 
The 12th grade test was a dictated list of 49 of the 50 words on 
the sixth grade test . A two minute speed test lias the poem 
I 
I 
••The Hill oad" by Eva Brinker , cont · in in., 347 letters , all t he 
letters except j , k , m, q , and z . I •• scores liere obtained from 
results of the Pintner Gereral Ability Test - A. co 1 plete 
information was obtained on 52 students . 
I 
Results: 1 . The sixth grade writing was better thal1;l the 12th 
grade writing . Degeneration took place in 86% of the good sixth 
' 
grade tiriters , with little change in the number of fair writers 
and a slight increase in the number of poor writers . I •• does 
not seem to effect t he quality , althourrh those in . ~he superior 
group had the great est drop in good writers . 
' I 
2. 111 both the sixth and 12th grade t he girls rated super .. 
I 
ior to the boys . In grade six girls rat ed 49% of ~he good 
writers , t he boys 26%. I n grade 12 girls rated G% [of the good 
' 
writers , the boys 5~~ ; 33% of the gi rls liere poor yri t ers and 
58,% of t he boys . 
3 . The handwriting of t he students in t he College Course 
i 
showed t he least a ount of degeneration , only 14%. · 
4 . I There was little difference i n t he amount \of degenera-
tion between left and right-handed writ ers . 
I 
5. In the phases of writing fortt , size and alignment of 
I 
handwriting showed definite degeneration . Line quaiity and 
s paci ng remained the same . 
6. In comparing the speed • quality , and daily:writin in 
the 12th grade no student s howed goo quality on th~ speed or 
i 
daily writ i ng . 80% rated poor in daily work and 60$ rated poor 
I 
in t he speed test. 
Lincoln, Wilhelmina Margaret. Manuscript riting Versus Cursive 
' 
Writing !! Relation !! seeed ~ Legibility. Bd.H. 1953. 
52p. 
Problem: To compare manuscript and cursive writing at the first 
and second grade levels for legibility which encompases form, 
slant and spacing, and spee.d. 
I 
I 
Procedure: The writing of two first grades and two :aecond grades 
I 
using cursive writing exclusively· was coapared with two first and 
two second grades using only manuscript writing. Both speed and 
form a-plea were obtained. The 210 papers obtain:ed were ana- . 
~zed for spacing, slant, form, size and alignment.; The papers 
I 
I 
were rated good, fair, or poor. Coaparis na were .aade for the 
first grades between the types of writing for speed and quality, 
I 
the same for the second grades. The gain in writing from first 
to second grade for each system was found. 
Haterialer Samples of handwriting were taken fro~ a paper on 
which appeared the child's name, the sentence "I like to play• 
I 
I 
written as well as he could, and a 1 min. speed teat with the 
! 
same sentence. There were 61 first grades and 1; second grades 
I 
who used aanuacript writing and 45 first graders ~and 46 second 
graders who used cursive writing. The papers wer.e evaluated by 
a master chart built by the writer. 
Conclusions& In a comparison for legibility between aanuscript 
I 
and cursive writing for grade one, untimed, abo~ a difference 
of 11% for manuscript writing. 75,% of the cursive writers 
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I 
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significant . 
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Conclusions: .fanuscr i pt l<Iri ting seems to have a mo~c benefical 
effect on reading a chievement i n Grade one than cursive riting. 
~ hile t here were no si nificant differences , but the differences 
ere consistently i n favor of the experi ental group , Group A. 
nuscript it l ng seems to be of more benefit to ~hildren with 
I 
average intell i gence and to boys in beginning reading . 
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comparison to hol'l much of th I line space a letter toq , . 
I 
letter too< 1/3 the space it .·;as cons ide d ood . 
If the 
Analysi 2f nat : The papers l'lere a nalyzed for each grade in 
--- . j 
each community for: the number of girls ' errors and! percentage , 
I 
the number of boys • errors and percentage , and the total errors 
boys and girls and percentage . The papers t'lere als o: analyzed 
I 
for the comparative percentage of errors within the igr ade of 
I 
each of the three grades in both t mms . The comparisons of 
I 
errors in grade six , between each town is shown , since both 
towns had for1al instruction through t he sixth rade . 
i Conclusions: So c letters are harder to fo .1 than others but 
I 
these letters were not the same for both t o·· s . Ini tom ~ 
Nhere fo a . instruction i han writina ends in gra~e six , there 
was a marked and significant deterioration between !grades six , 
ei ght and ten . In tmm B, where formal instructio~ continued 
I 
till t he ninth bT ade there was a significant gain ~etween grade 
i 
six and eight but a ·"J.arl ed deterioration beh-1een g:rades eight 
and ten . In grade six of t m•m A t here are more errors ·tade in 
j 
letter for than in grade six , town • The boys in bot1 t owns 
made a greater nuttber of errors than the girl s in :their res-
' pective tm· s . The pupils in town A ad a 1igher frequet'lcy of 
errors in all phases of handwriting - slant , s pacing , and size 
I 
than to B in all the rades studied . Tle errors that seem to 
: 
I 
persist the most were slant in urade six , town A and in grade 
f 
eight , town D; spacing in grade eight n both tOl s ; and size 
I 
! 
i n grade six , town A and grade e ight , town B. Fr?m this stu y 
t here would seem to be indications in favor of continued hand-
wri ting instruction will the ninth grade with supervision. 
I 
Roiley , Florence . ~tor co- ordination in the Pield iOf 
Ed . • 1 9 8 . 7tip . 
I 
! 
1 -
Proble Is s low ' ndl-n'i t ing the rcs u t of lmv ~uuscular co- ordi -
nat ion or i it the result of poor traininr? . ill t child t-'lho 
makes low score in a speed test of handwriting from copy c.;vlso 
I 
make a low scor e in a series of motor co- ordination tests usina 
t he ar; and hand muscles ? 
1 roccdurc A survey speed t out tas ~iven to 338 ctii l dren in the 
4t h , 5t1 , and 6th 
and slow vritcrs . 
I 
rades in thrc, schools to locate the fast 
I 
I Si x speed tests , t r c in ink a~d three in 
pencil , were given to 209 children . The same 209 children were 
given the Otis .uick Scorin Iental Abil ities 'fest , Beta , Form 
I 
A. T ere l c o e1en 25 slm~ lif' i ters picked d paired with 25 
fast Nriters for s ex , C. A., H. i . , and I . ·· with at : least a 
' 
difference on 25 let te r s pei minute in handl\l'ri t ing; speed . 
Four co or co- ord "nation tests were given to t hesei 50 selected 
children . 'fhe results of t he motor co- ordination tests were 
I 
cmmparcd . 
Materials: The tests for s peed o ... handr, it ·· ng co~sistc · o · -·ix 
para raphs with an avera o-e of 275 l ette s each . I '.{'he ..,..our motor 
co- ordination t sts w rc: 
1 . tapping test , right and lef t hands I 
2. horizontal ar ·1 r10vement , rig t a1.J. 1 e t 
i 
3 . finger orment , right ~n. lef t h nds 
i 4 . vertical arn aovenent s 1 right at d 1¢f • 
Tl'IO trials were gi ven for each a rm on each t .est . A trial 
lasted 30" . 
I 
i 
Conclusion : The di ff erence in s peed of handwriting between the 
sl ow and fast group was 29 . 7 which lias s tatistic lly: signifi-
cant . The differences between the slow an fast groups on t e 
mo tor co- rdi nation tests were , 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
Tappi ng 
Horizontal Ar 
~· ove ent 
Vert ical Ar m 
J.Iove ent 
rt . hand 6.7 \ eft hand 4. 2 
(these are not statistically s i gnificant ) 
I 
rt . hand . 32 left •. 52 
(not statistically ~ignifican t) 
right • 72 left 7 . 
(not significant , but the degree of 
diff erence was greater fo.r the un-
trained hand and in ~avo~ of the fast 
group) · 
Fi nger ovement rt . hand . 08 ilt . and 4 . 2 
(not significant , but the !degree of dif-
fe r nee liTas eat er for t untrained 
hand and in favor of the ! ~a~t group . ) 
· .. 
or this se ectecl group of childr en results indicate that s low 
handwri ting is not the result of low muscular co- ordination . 
' 
FACTORS AFFECTING READI NG ACHIEVE}!ENT I 
AND COJ.IPREHENSION 
There are many factors that affect reading achievement and 
comprehens i on . The 13 theses to be reviewed here investigat e 
i 
four of these possibl e factors . The first group is concerned 
with t he effect of visual aids on recall and compr:ehension . In 
. I 
t his group the two factors of films and illustrations are bot h 
i 
considered . The second major group tried to detez:-mine t he eff ect 
of t he adjustment of basal reading materi als on reading achieve-
. i 
ment . The last group studied the factor of hande~ness and its 
effect on achievement . 
There are eight studies done at Boston Unive!rsity that deal 
directly 1-li t h visual aids and their effect on rec.all . This is 
I in addition t o t hose studies t hat have been done :on imagery or 
on recall which are reviewed in separate chapt ers . The eight 
studies fall into two mai n groupings : the effect of films and 
film- strips on recall a nd t he effect of illustrations on compre~ 
hension . There are three theses that investigat~d the effect of 
! 
I films and filmstrips on recall . Hays (6) studied this at the 
fifth grade level , O' Neil (11) and Sullivan (13): studied it a t 
the primary level . The i nvestigations on t he ef.fect of illustra .. 
tions on co prehensions have been done on the interntediate grade 
I 
level by Richards (12) and Gall i her (4 ) . Si milar studies were 
----------- ---~-------
done on the primary level by Kuivila (8) , Carboneau' (1) and Gil · 
christ (5) . 
All the studies were designed on a similar general plan that 
used a simple rotation system. Vsually two forms ~f the material 
were prepared , one the illustrated or film version , the other 
lacking these visual aids . The group of children being studied 
were d ivided into two groups and the material rotated so that 
half of the children were presented the material in each form . 
This way ·ach story was tested with and without the accompanyi ng 
visual aids . 
The group of theses investigating the effect ;of films and 
filmstrips studied two aspects: . the effect of seeing a film . 
. . ' 
before or after a reading unit and the .difference : in oral pre-
sentation , reading or a film presentation of a st~ry . Hays ( 6 ) 
worked with 56 fifth graders to determine whether! it is better 
show a otion picture before a reading unit or after a reading 
unit . A.rotation system was used to equate ·the two stories and 
films used . A test was given to find the immediate recall and 
I 
I 
then repeated a week later for delayed recall . There was a 
slight consistent but non- significant gain in recall favoring 
t o 
showing a film after a reading unit . This gain was much smaller 
I 
in delayed recall although still in favor of the ' same order of 
presentation . 
' O' "eil (11) did a study to compare· the effectiveness of pre-
senting to first and second grades a story by filmstrips or by 
oral presentation by the teacher . The captions of the filmstrips 
were used as the oral presentation of the teacher , the complete 
' filmstrip was used in the other form of the presentation . The 
total results showed a non- significant difference in favor of the 
filmstrip presentation , though this was not consistently so in 
the individual analysis of each story . 
The other study on the primary level by Sulliyan (13) was 
to determine the anount of recall from reading a story or seeing 
a movie with 60 second graders . The results were incons isten t 
between the stories and were very insignificant . One story showed 
a slightly great~r difference: in f avor of the text presentation 
only . None of these studies seem to show any conc~usive evidence 
as to how t he use of films and filmstrips can be best used to aid 
recall . 
The five other studies in t his group are concerned with the 
effect of illustrations on comprehension . There lere two studies 
done at the intermediate level by Richards(l2) an , Galliher (4) 
which tested identical material in the same way and found con-
flicting results . Galliher (4) made one variation of procedure 
by having attention called to t he illustrations a~ they were pre -
sent ed as part of the reading material . Both were trying to dis -
cover the effect of illustrations on the reader comprehension of 
silent reading at the fifth and sixth grade level:. The Galliher 
(4} study was done after Richards (12} and used her material . 
Richards (12) used 103 fifth and sixt h graders l~hile Galliher (4) 
studied 209 fifth and sixth graders . Richards (12) found that 
illustrations had little effect on the comprehension scores . 
None of the story gave consistent results in favor of one form of 
presentation . Galliher (4} found that the illustrations seemed t 
have an effect on the compr ehension scores . The . results for one 
story were statistically significant in favor of the illustrated 
form. Analysis by i ntelligence groups i n both s.tudies showed th t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
while not significant the average group seemed to be aided by 
I 
i l lustrated material i n t he retention of the materlial . 
Similar studies '#.ere done by Kui viia ·(8) , Carboneau (1) and 
i 
Gilchrist (5) . i\uivila (8 ) · investigated the effect of illustra-
' 
t ions upon the comprehension in readi ng i n first and second grade . 
The stories were illustrated by black and l~hite drawings . The 
presentation ltlas a rotation plan so each story 'Nas: presented :i.n 
. i 
an illustrated text form and an unillustratad form . The results 
with the 50 children s howed t hat the illustration~ did not seem 
I 
to have any effect on the comprehension of the stories . The re" 
sults on the indivi u 1 stories were not consistertt . 
' 
. I 
Carbonea u (1) did a similar study with different stori es . 
The results with the 48 first graders studied sho¥ed that t he 
illustrations had little influence on comprehension t hough they 
I 
di d arouse discussion . There was a slight but not significant 
d ifference in favor of the illustrated material . 
A study similar to Kuivila (8) was tried by ~ilchrist (5) 
but humerous stories and illustrations were used . · The three 
humerous stories were presented to 50 first and ~ccond graders . 
I 
' A slight but not significant' difference was found in f vor of 
the illustrated stories . The slow reader was handicapped by 
t he illustrations , by a tendency to make t he stoty fit the 
illustrations ; the good reader paid little attention to the 
I illustrations and t hey did not aid his comprehension of t he 
i 
written material . 
Al l the studies reviewed here 1nost general!~ s how some sl i ght 
indications favoring illustrated text material . These indications 
or gai ns i n colitprehension are slight and Gilchrist (5) shol'IS t hey 
may hinder the poor reader . lfhile illustrations may be appealing 
to children t hey do not at the present seem to aid pomprehension 
of material . 
There a re four theses t hat studi ed groups of children to 
determine the effect of adjustment of basal reading materials 
on reading achievement . The first study w s done by Craddock (3) 
and later were t wo Master ' s theses by ayo (9) and Hillazzo (10) 
which formed the basis of a Doctor ' s thesis by Cooper (2 ). 
Craddock (3) surveyed the reading achievement of intermediate 
grade children of an entire county in order to detern:lin8 the: 
a.mount of adjust ent needed . The study was conducted l'li t h 300 
children who were general ly one year over age chronologically for 
grade placement and below normal . i n intelligence . ; On the stan-
dard reading t ests the children were about one year retarded . 
I 
Different skills were weak at each g ade level . The sixth grade 
did not measure to sixth grade standards on any reading skill . 
The studies by .Iillazzo (1 0) , 1·fayo (9) and Cooper (2) are 
all similar. They all tried to de termi ne the effect of ad j usted 
basal r eading material on reading achievement . Hillazzo (10) 
and .11-Iayo (9) both l'Orked 1d th children i n grades two and t hree . 
Millazzo (1 0} tested 104 children . She found th~t 44% were read-
i ng mater~al s at level , 55 %at below achievem nt level . Those 
reading belmt~ level mad·e t he most gains i n both liord per minute 
and paragraph level . The 306 children studied by }myo (9) showed 
18% reading material at t heir level , 59% reading material too 
easy for them. Children who ~ere reading material adjusted to 
t heir ability or from three to seven . onths below their level 
made the greatest gain i n reading achievement . 
.. I 
. co t inu tion ·r the tudics wa clo J in th ' Coop r (2) 
study . U test d , populati n of · bout 1000 in ad two throu h 
six , in ord to t r :i · t rel t ionshi h- t exi t be w n the 
i 
degr of just nt . n th readin • ain do) if t he oral re ding 
rror ad arc ufficicnt evid nee for jud i n h : u tability of 
ateri 1 nd to formu1 t a criter i th t I us d s b""sis for 
appr i i ng the level of ... ~ ding · ateri 1 th t i uit ble for- a 
gr up or pupil . St ndard t ts iere given t th b ' inning nd nd of 
the xperi ent t o .ea .. ure re ding gain • Adjustment o mat rial w 
I 
o easured by i nformal tqst b s ed on th child 's basal reader , in 
r 1 tion to t he rc..,ul t on the tand rd rcadin!'T t st . It lias f ound 
that ins in rea in c i .v nt tend t o a the diffi ulty 
of c~ din tcr ial inc sc • aterial in ihi h : rim ry pu~il 
1 ss t n t o word p rception rro p r 100 r urnin word is -ost 
i 
uitable or reading i nstruction. 
to four l-JOrd error in 100 runnin 
f teri 1 Hher e the pu ils .mak up 
i~ o t 
1
11li t b1 fo rc dirg 
i nst ucti ninth in er edi t · I tford perc; ption error were 
t he b t inglo cr :tt ri for doteminin t h ui t bility o 
for reading i nstruct ion . 
terial 
Proper adju tment of re ding at ri ls is n cos ry if we e p ct 
a child to mak r p d g in i re ding. ny c ildren ce to b 
I 
r ad.in t erial that is too easy . 
I 
be other fa~tor ffectin f' adi N chi vcm nt th t W 
hand dne • vO ing with 123 pai G of fifth ra e students, Ja -
eson (7) tried t ·o coli p r the education 1 achieve cnt of i th gr d 
students ..rho r lc t - h nd d to right- d d c i !ldren in r a in;7, 
arit etic , 1 n uag , n p ... ling . No di f erice w found in 
the cduc tion 1 chiev n of left- han d - nd ri t - hand d ehi1 -
ren . Thora " 3 no differ nee in either s x roup or in the lo 
'  . 
' i 
le r in or rior >rotp • Of th tot 1 populatio tu ic4 13 
er left- h n d . 
The ain f ctor th t di cctly af oct r in I chievcJcnt ad 
co pre o ion is th rop r djus t ent o b s 1 r d,ing ateri 1 
to the c ild ' pr r i struction 1 level . Illustr 'ti n o not 
cl rly i fluencc th 
eff ctive u of fit 
c rc on io of 
an film trip i 
t r 1 r eaq , n tha mo t 
! 
till not dot r n· • T P 
f ctor of h nd dne do s not se to ve any offcct on child ' s 
chiev ent in t he Jor · ca m c sch ol ub .ct • 1 
----~-=----~ ~ -· -
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Problem: To determine to what extent illust ration$ effect the 
understanding of material read . 
Y.Iaterials : Two original animal stories were r ead . ' Each story , 
I 
divided into four parts , was presented i n two f orms , A and B. 
1 . In story form A, Parts one and three wer e illustrated , 
and Parts tl'm and four were not illustrated . 
2 . While in story Form B, Parts one and three were not 
illustrated , and parts two and four were .illustrat ed . 
The illustrations were black and white drawings . 
Procedure: Forty- eight children , i n groups of f our read each 
I 
story , A regular reading class procedure of comment on pictures 
! 
and discuss i ons followed . Attention was called to the illustra-
tions . After t he selections were r ead , ques t ions. were asked , 
and each chi ld checked a yes or no anslier on a re'cord chart . 
conclusions : '!':be results were limited by the small number of cases . 
I 
1 . Illustrations do not greatly i nfluence the comprehens ion 
' 
of mat erial read , t hough t hey do arous e 1disc.ussion . 
2 • . One story s howed a di fference t o be in favor of t he non-
i llustrated material . 
3 . The other scores , t hough not statistically significant , 
s howed the differences to be in favor of illustrated 
material . 
4 . I n comparing both stories , t he score , though not statis~ 
I 
tically significant , shm"ed a true difference in favor 
of the illustrated stories . 
I 
5 . In comparing boy and girl scores or illus1trated and 
non- illustrated mate ial , the differences were in favor 
of the girls . 
6. Discussions occurred only when illustrations l~ere pre-
' 
sent . eferences to tel evision , movi es , stories , and 
their own experiences occurred only when they read with 
illusrations . 
Sp cific Findings: 1 . The tot 1 scor s of t he sto;rtos \lsr 9 . 0 for 
th . tllustr ted stor\As rnd 8. 9 forth : non-tl lu t~ated - rles . 
2 . 'J.111 scores for t f' -r>s t story rcro lll1_ tr -
t e d ). ~ . 7 1 non - i llustN.:tt d 4. · • 
3. '11he scores i'o t he scc()nd story ~ .r r l llus tr -
t .. d L~ . 3 _5 , non- tlJu.strnt .d L~.1 . 
, .
Co per , J . Louis . Th . ffect ~ Adjus t ment of Basal Readin~ 
}aterials ~ eading Achievement . Ed •D. 195? . 827p . 
Problem: 1 . To deterritine the relationship that exist between 
the adjustment of basal readin materials and gain' in reading 
achievement . 
2 . To investigate the feasibility of using symptoms 
of reading difficulty evidenced on certain materials as a basis 
' I 
for predicting suitability of reading materials for instructional 
purposes . 
3 . To formulate criteria that may be used as a basis 
' for appraising the level of reading material that
1
is most suit -
able for syst mat ic reading instruction for a given pupil or a 
relatively homogeneous group of elem ntary school , pupils . 
Procedure : Two standard reading achievement tests were ad i nis-
tered to the pupils i n grades two through s i x to record an initial 
score to be used as a basis of measuring pupil progress in readi ng 
at the termination of the experiment . An inform~! reading inven-
tory was built and administered to each of the pupils in the study , 
! 
recor ding the symptoms of reading difficulty exhibited by each 
' ' 
child . The data was grouped into primary and inte 1ediate class-
ifications for analy is purposes . Using t he number of word per~ 
' 
ceptions errors per hundred running wo r ds on the : informal reading 
I 
inventory as a basis , the pupils wer grouped at . each level , pri -
mary and intermediat , into five l'lord perception . error groups . 
Alternate forms of the standard reading tests were given at the 
end of the experimental period , April , as a m~::ans of measuring 
progress in reading achievei ent for the period bei~g studied . 
The stability of t he adjustment of reading materials by t a chers 
was t ested by recheck ing a sample of 
informal reading inventory in pril . 
the population with a second 
i 
I 
A basic as tmtption of t he 
' 
study was that the degree of adjust ent of materi~l relilained t h e 
' 
same from October to J-Iay , the lenoth of this study . The degree 
of ad justment was· dete rmined as a result of the standard r eading 
test . score in relation to the informal reading in.Jentor y . 
:uaterials : The study was conducted in an industrial New England 
town of approximately thirty thousand population . 1 The eight elem ... 
' 
entary schools in the system were used . Observation of the teach-
ers showed that all types of teaching practices w~re used . Iost 
schools had examples of bo t h formal and liberal practices . The 
mean I . Q. scores on the children studied ranged f~om 103 . 4 to 
98 . 5. with the different grades . Preliminary test~ showed the 
population to be nornal for ean reading a chievement . 
For analysis purposes adequate intelligence scores were needed . 
The California Test of . rental Maturity (Primary Series) was g ven 
in grades two and three , and the Pintner General Ability Test 
(Intermediate) l~as given in grades f our , five an : six . As a meas-
' 
ure of reading achievement an average score attai.n d on two differ .. 
ent reading tests was used . The appropriate for~ and level of the 
I 
Stanford Reading Test and the Metropolitan AchieV.e 1ent Tests were 
given to ach pupil at the beginning of t he experiment . lternate 
f or ms of the two tests were used at the end of the experiment . 
Each time t he two tests were given the two score~ lier avera ed t o 
form a composite readin achievement score . 
Informal reading inventory tests were built : by t he t~ri ter ,. 
Each child was tested in the book currently being u'sed by him for 
directed reading activities . A prepared form was give to each 
teacher ·Nho then indicated · th e books used ·by each ~eading group 
in that room and the position of the pupils in the :boo . The 
story selected for testing lias slightly in advanc~ ' of lvhere the 
children were reading . For each of the 63 books b~ing used in 
the schools two selections loJere chosen , one for oral reading and 
I 
one for silent readin,. . E3.ch selection was follm.ied by questions 
to check comprehension . The .informal test results were recor ded 
on an individual check sheet , rating such factors ~s rate , com-
prehension , oral reading symptoms , silent reading symptoms , nd 
general reading habits . Each child was tested individually . 
Approxi mately 1000 children were given the tw;o initial read• 
ing achievement t ests . Final complete data was obtained on 819 
pupils . The experiment was from October to !Iay , or almost a 
complete school year . 
!n.alysis 2f ~: 1 . The data on the informal test was arranged 
to fornt groups according to the number of lord perception errors 
per hundred running words . There were five groups on each level . 
1 . Those maki ng from o..:l . 99 errors . 
2 . Those making from 2- 3 . 99 errors . 
3 . Those making from 4- 5 . 99 errors . 
4 . · Those making from 6- 9 . 99 errors . 
·.· 
5. Those making from 10 or more errors·. 
.• . ... 
2 . Analyze the standard .test :data .. ~to .4~te~ine 
the: gains .m de by each word perception ·error group. 
3 . Tabul<it and analyze "~ he data relating to 
symptoms of reading difficulty evinced on t he infornal reading 
inventory for each word perception group . 
4. Compare the reading characteristics ~anifested by 
I 
the group which made t he greatest readin gain in each of the b•o 
I 
major divisions with the other groups at that level to deter: ine 
the presence of a syndrome of reading characteristics t hat ight 
be used t6 discover suitabilit~ of materials for teadinb instruction . 
5 . The relationshi p of gains i n r eading ac ievement to 
difficulty of materials . 
6 . Con1parison of gains itt reading achievenwnt of pupils 
above normal or below normal intelligence . 
I 
7 . Comparison of gains in reading achi?Vement of boys 
and girls . 
; 
8. Analysis of characteristics manifes~ed on the infor-
mal reading inventory. 
Conclusions : 1 . Gains in reading achievement tend to decrease as 
the difficulty of reading materials increases . ~Iost ymptoms of 
reading difficulty seem to increase or decrease in direct relation 
to the increas e or decrease in number of word perception errors . 
2 . Materials in which primary grade pupils make less 
than two word perception errors per 100 running words appear to be 
i 
the most suitable for reading instructio~ . This igroup had a mean 
ain o,f • 92 in readi g achieve ent . . Those making two to four word 
perception errors had a mean gain of . 85 . Those , in the group of 
four to six errors , . 76 gain . The gains in the iast two groups 
l'lere . 66 and . 57 respectively . J.Iaterials where pupils maki ng more 
than six t'lord perception errors per 100 running 't'lOrds t.,rere too hard 
for instruction purposes . 
' 
·a. }Iaterial in whic~ pupils tlake up to irour word per ... 
ception errors per 100 running words seeas to be suitable for 
readir.~.g i nstructim1 in the lntermediate grades . ~hos e r:taking l ess 
than two errors had a gain of . 98 , those making two t o f our errors , 
• 37; t hose maki ng four to six errors , • 8 a nd the :last tl·m groups 
i 
. 69 and . 35 respect ively . Uaterial where pupils make more t han 
six errors is unsuitable for eading instruction . ' 
I 
4 . lfuere material was suitably adjuste4 there were no 
' 
differences i n gains i n reading achievement between pupils above 
and below normal intelli gence . Growth in ne ing mus t have adjust-
ment in r eading 1na terial as well as intelligence; : this i s especi ally 
true in the intermediate level . 
5 . There is no significant difference in t he gains i n 
' 
reading achievement of boys and oirls in the primary or i nt er med-
iate levels . 
6 . Symptoms of reading difficulty generally i ncreas e in 
I 
direct relation to the i ncrease in difficulty of the materials . 
7 . There is a definite relationship between ratio of 
word perception errors and gains in reading achie~ement and between 
ratios of word percepti on errors and other sympto~s of reading 
d ifficulty . iord perception errors would seem t o be t he bes t 
single criterion for determining the suitabi lity of ma teria ls for 
reading i nst ruction . 
8 . ~io s eparate criteria lists were formulated : one 
i for primary level and one for intermediate level . · 
Craddock , Pauline B. A Survey £[ ~ading Achievement ~ Grade F~, 
Five ~ Six £[ Culpeper ££unt~ ~ ~ Basis !~ AdjustinB the 
eading Program to Individual Needs . Ed . M. 1944. 55p . 
__ _..;:;r.. --"""--- - ---- .._._ 
Problem: To survey the reading achievement of the, pupils enrolled 
i n grades four , five and six of Culpeper County in order that a 
valid basis, may be established for adjusting the r~ding program 
t o t he individual needs of the pupils concerned . 
Procedure: Three tests l-tere administered to 300 Negro pupils in 
t he above grades t hroughout Culpeper County in 1950 . 
1 . Kuhlmann.-Anderson Intelligence Test . 
2 . Iowa Silent Reading Test for levels of achievement i n: 
a . Reading rate 
b . Reading comprehension 
c . Directed reading 
d . lvord }leaning 
e.; Sentence meaning 
f . Paragraph comprehension 
g . .Alphabetizing 
3 . I Progressive .Achi evement Tests for data on; levels of readi~ 
skills in these a reas . 
a . Reading Vocabulary 
b . Reading Comprehension 
Conclusions: 1 . The pupils studied liere on the ayerage one year 
retarded in grade placement . 
2 . The distribution of intelligence · quotients was 
as follow.~ : 
a . 
b . 
c. 
grade four 50- 111 ' I • 
grade five 52- 121 
grade six 58- 112 
' 3 . }[arked differences i n the levels of ~eading perfor-
i 
mance are present on each of t he three grades . 
The fourth grade subjects performed only one :reading skil l 
on ·or above their grade placement; that skill is : alphabetizing . 
Directed reading , reading rate and the ·use of index were done on 
the fourth grade level but below the actual grade placement . The 
pupils were found to be weakest in sentence meaning, having a 
I 
r e tardation of 13 mon ths . The remaining iow leveis of perfor-
mance listed from low to high , are reading comprehension , word 
. I 
meaning and paragraph compr ehension . There were individual pu-
pils i n every grade whose performance· lias far aboye g-:r-""de place ... 
ru:~nt on certain- reading skills . 
The fift h grade subjects failed to equal or exceed their 
grade placement on any reading skill . They did their best on 
interpretation but this was six months deficient . · Then next best 
showings were on reading comprehension , following · directions and 
reference skills. lford recognition was about two . years behind 
grade placement . 
The sixth grade had no skill , measured by t he reading test , 
on ·even the lowest level of gra~e six . The best performance was 
I 
on word form l'lhich was one yenr below grade placement . The weak:-
1 
est performances .were on word recognition , meanin~ of opposites 
and similarities . To every reading ·skill i ncluded , t h e mean per-
f ormance of the sixth grade was greater than that · of t he fifth 
grade . 
The pupils participating in this study are general ly one 
year over age chronologically and belotq normal in intelligence . 
Galliher , Margaret mry . An Evaluation of ~ Effect of Illustra-
tions ~ Comprehension in, !~ Fifth ~ §!~ Grade • Ed . J.I . 
1946. 9lp . 
Problem: To measure the effect of illustration on the comprehen-
sion of the fifth and sixth graders in silent reading. 
Materials: The same materials as used in the Richards ' study were 
used . This consisted of four stories : The Panama Canal from Our 
Countr y by Beebe , Nanna , J:•!cClure ; The Weathennan :and His lvork 
! 
from Unit Study Book No . 551 ; Sequoia Trees from :stories in Trees 
by {ary I. Curtis-; and an original story by Claire Richards , Sail -
ing . Two forms of each story were prepared . One illustrated and 
one without . Two booklets were made . In Booklet A the first and 
third stories were illustrated , in Booklet B the second and f ourth . 
Directly following the stories were comprehension checks; multiple 
choice . The total population of one t own ' s fifth and sixth graders 
were used as a heterogeneous group . Responses of 
pupils were studied . 
'--., 
total of 209 
Procedure : The study was over a h10 week period . : On the first 
day the booklets were distributed to the pupils in . alternation , 
one child had Form A, the next Form B. The children were told 
that each booklet had four stories · with questions after them. 
The first two stories were read the first day , and. the questions 
following answered . Attention was called to the ill ustrations 
and the pupils lqere told to study them as it would. help answer some 
of the questions . o time limit lta set . On t he s econd day the 
,I 
' 
booklets were returned and the final stories were :read and the 
questions answered . · Two weeks .later comprehension eli cks were 
give~ . ~ The delayed check consisted of different questions but 
required the same ans ers as the first check . The data wa~ 
analyzed for the comprehension and retention of the total popu-
I 
lation and the comprehension and retention scores :for different 
intelligence groups . 
Conclusions : Comparisons for total population . 
1 , The illustrations seemed t o have ' an effect on the com• 
prehension scores . In all four stories the differences were in 
favor. of the illustrated group . The difference of 1 . 1 was s i g-
nificant in Story 1 . 
2 . The rest· ... ts of the retention scores were 'alliin favor 
of the illustrated with the exception of Story I . : In Story I 
I 
the mean score of both groups was ·. identical . None 'of the differ-
ences were statistically significant ~ 
Comparisons of comprehension by intelligence levels . 
1 . The children of superior intelligence had higher cores 
on the illustrated material in all but t he last story. In Story I 
the difference of 1 . 5 was significant . 
2 . The superior children had better retention scores on all 
the illustrated stories . The difference for Story I of 1 . 5 was 
significant . 
3 . The children with average intelligence had tlfO stories 
favoring unillustrated and two favoring one~illus~rated . One and 
three were in favor of non- illustrated and two and four were in 
favor of the illustrated . None of the differences were significant . 
4 . The retention for the average group in all four stories 
I 
were i n favor of the illust rated material . None of t he differ-
ences were significant . 
1 . Th totnl scor .s for 
Story I 
Stor y II 
Story III 
St ory IV 
111 2tro.to 
i 
.a ch «tory on t he 
I 
,n n - i l lustrated 
5 . -7 5. 2 
6. 7 
6. 64 
2 . The tot -:1 score s for e, c !"t s~ory on t he 
retention test w re: 
Stor-rr I 
Story I I 
Stor III 
Story IV 
i l lustrated 
5. 61 
4 . 93 
'6 . 23 
6. 32 
inon- illus trH ted 
5 . 61 
4. 91 
5. 79 
5 . 92 
Gilchrist , Ruth Doris . An Evaluation of th Effect of Illustrations ~----~~ -- --- ~--~ 
~~Comprehension i~~ First and Second Grades . Ed . M. 1952 . 
64p . 
Problem: This study is an attempt to de termine the .effect of illus-
trations upon comprehension in reading in grad s one and two . 
I 
Materials: Three original humerous stories written by .Alma L. ward 
for first grade level were selected . The vocabulary of these 
stories consisted of a prescribed word list of basic and supplemen-
tary 1¥'ords based on levels from preprimer to Book two level one . 
Three illustrations , drawp in black and 1-1hi te , were set up for each 
story . 
Procedure: The stories were typed and put into booklet form . In 
the first booklet story #1 was illustrated and story #2 was not . 
In the second booklet story #l · was not illustrated and story #2 
. was . For the secorid part of the experiment story #2 was illus-
trated and story. #3 was not , in the first booklet . In the second 
booklet , story #2 was not illustrated and #3 was . The stories 
1o~ere rotated so that each child read one story lvhiqh wa illus-
i 
trated and one story lihich was . not . Fifty children from one 
school were questioned in the experiment , 35 from Grade one and 
15 from Grade two . The±r chronological ages rang d from 6- 7 to 
8 - 2 . The I . Q. ranged frotn 94- 127 . 
conclusions: 1 . The compari on of the total results of illus .. 
I 
trated and non- illustrated stories showed a slight but not sig-
nificant difference in favor of the illustrated sto~ries . 
results . 
2 . The compari s on of indivi dual stories s howed different 
either di f ference was s i gnif i cant . On~ was in favor of 
illustrated and one was in favor of non- illustrated • 
. 3 . The s l mi r eacter was handicapped by t he illustrations . 
The tenden cy was to make t he stories fit t he i l l ustrat i ons . 
4 . The good reader paid no attention to :t he illust rations 
I 
except perhaps to be amused by them , but t hey di d ,not a i d hi m i n 
any way i n hi s c omprehension of print ed material . 
I 
Specific Findings : l . ~ e total s c or s of t le stories ere 4 . 1 for 
t , i1lustr tn s r _os and L!·• 0 f or t he non- i1 lus tr·a t .d stori s . 
I 
I 
2 . T e scars for Stor y I w re 3. 9 ~or ~ 1 i1lus -
tratcd story and 4 . 1 for the non- tllustr t -- stor y . 
3. Th scores for Story II we re 4. 2 for t h. illus-
' 
tra. ted st ry nd }~ . n for t h on- tllustr ~ t d story. 
( 
I 
Hays , Uaryclaire . A~ Experiment a l ·Evaluation ~ Showing ~ Film 
Before Versus fter a Reading~ · Ed . M. 1947 . 118p . 
Problem: To determine whether it is better to show a motion pic-
ture before a reading unit or after a reading unit ~ 
aterials and Procedure: Two met hods were used in :pr esenting the 
films: 1 , the film is shown befor the reading unit; 2 , t he film 
is shm·m after the reading un i t . The methods lvere judged on which 
' 
produced more r etention . The films shown were two 16mm . black and 
' 
' 
white sound Erpi Cla sroom Folms , Mexican Children! and avajo 
Childr n . The wri ter buil t a unit of five stories as th reading 
unit to go with each f~lm . The stories were on three level s , 
fifth , fourt h , and third so they could be used in 'an average fifth 
grade . The settings and characters were the same ,for both films 
and stories . The writer also built tests for each unit: two sets 
of 25 questions. The two t est s were made on .the same leve l as the 
reading unit . Each test had five completion sentences , five mul~ 
tiple choice sentences , five matching or defining : sentences , 10 
essay type quest ions . To 1neasure delayed recall a set of questions 
was given a l-Jeek after the first test . The second set of quest ions 
consisted of the same questions as the first test : in a rearranged 
order . 
The experiment was conducted in three fifth grades . Each grade 
was divided into a bright , ' average and slow group according t o read-
ing ability. A total of 56 childr.n perfonned t e entire experiment . 
A rotation system was us d to equate the stories .and prev nt time 
from influencing the r esults . In E>cperiment A, conducted in the 
winter with 63 children , the :Uexican Fi lm was .shown before the 
reading unit and the Navajo Film after t he readin unit . In 
I 
Experiment B, conducted i~ t he spring with 2C children , the 
reverse procedure loJaS used . At the begi nning of t he exp er i ment 
the general procedure was eJplained to the children . The stor-
ies were read silently and the tests conpleted wi~hout help from 
the teacher. 
Results and Conclusions : 1 . The r esults consistent ly showed a 
sl i ght ga in favoring s mdng a film after a reading unit . The 
I 
differences were not signif i cant . 
2 . There was a smaller amount of gain 
s hown in the delayed r ecal l · t han in the immediat e · recall . This 
l'las t rue wi th the bright , average and slow gr oups ; but the differ .. 
ence was not s ignif icant . 
I 
3 . There wer e mean diff er nces of 1 . 0 
or above favoring showing t he fil after t he readlng unit on 
i mmediate r ecall . The differenc , while still in: favor of show-
i ng t he film aft er t he reading un i t , was . 6 or below on delayed 
recall . 
SPo c tfic Findings: 1 . Tl o to t a l scor•es OY\ t o ·Jho'l popul tion on 
i ml':ledi f'. t r~call rere 18 . 7 on s .. • t 1g t 1.e f il , before reading and , 
20 . 2 for t e fi l . af t e r r .r.ding . 
2 . T ~ total s cores 1 t h hole opul ation on 
- > 
del ayed r .c nll wo r e 19. 6 on ~h ~ f_lm before r ep ing , ~ nd : 0 . 1 on 
·~· 
Jameson , Alice :Nathalie • . !;_ Coraparis o!!_ £!_ t he !chi:eveEtent of Left -
Handed Versus Ri sht-Handed Children i n Grade Five . Ed . M. 
1944 . 58p . 
Proble To compare the educational achievement of fifth grade 
left - handed children to ri ht- handed children in r e di ng . arith-
met i c , language and spelling . 
Procedure: Each left - handed child was paired with a right ... handed 
I 
child of the same sex , C. A., M.A., I . Q., and sc~6ol . The paired 
groups were then divided as to sex so that all t he girls or boys 
.. - I 
could be compared . Comparisons were made on t he differences in 
. ' . 
: 
standard scores on achievement in reading , language , a rithmetic 
and spelling . 
}'!at erial: A total of 123 pa irs of fif t h graders were studied . 
There were 58 pairs of boys and 65 pairs of girls~ The I . t . ratings 
were based on Kuhlmann- Anderson Tests and t he achievement scores 
based on t he Metropolitan Achievement Test . Chi ldren from t he ni ne 
gr ammar schools i n a single tolm were studi ed . 
I 
~alysis of Data: The data was analyzed f or differences in educa .... 
tional achievement , reading achievement , arithmetic achievement . 
language achievement and spelling achievement . Comparisons on t he 
same fact ors were don liith the superior pairs and the slow- l earn-
ing pairs . This was done by taking the top f ifty pairs according 
t o I •• and t he bottom fifty pairs . 
Conclusions: There l-Tas no differ ence in t he educational achiev ment 
of left - handed children and right - handed ch i ldren . There was no 
differen ce in either se~~ group . There Has no difference in t he 
total group or the sex comparisons i n t he ac.· i vcments in readi ng , 
language , ari thl!letic , and spelling . No diffe r ence could be found 
in any comparisons done l'li t h the sloP learning or superior grG!lPS . 
Of the total population i n fifth grades in this town 12 . 8% were 
left - handed . 
Spoc-tf' ic 1 . Co:rrpar sons of t!·10 ·totnl acor ... D of educ t io 1 -
tl a.chievcr1Lnt i.·J r; a 1'H:l ,n s core of 6. 6 for the l eft - h,·.,nded ch. l d .. 
ren and 6 . 6 for rig.1t- 1 11 d od . 
2. T._e s cores for re .. ding achievom nt l-16 s 6 . 3 
for l eft- hande d ,_ nd 6 . fo r right-hand .d children . , 
3 . The scores for arithme tic a.c !\1 vem nt lwre 
6 . 1 for l eft - _ nd d nd 6 . 2 or ri~~t-.a d .d c . ild~en . 
4. T e scor•s for Engl t h a c nl .v .~ent l r 7.5 
for l e ~ t - .anded ond 7.5 for rig~t- ~nd d chtldr .n . 
I 
5. Th~ s c r~ s f 0r s e l l in~ sc~iev~ . ant were 
I 
. 3 for 1 . t -~ nd d nn 6 ~ : f a r r 1fht - handed childr en . 
Kuivila , V. Theresa . .An Ev.l ation of t he Effect !of Illustrations 
upon Co rlprehens:i.on i:n on I•'irst and Second Grade Child.;.. 
ren . Ed . M. 19~1 . 57p . 
Problem: To determine the effect of illustr tions upon the co .. 
prehension in reading on first nd second rade children . 
:uaterials: The stories used l'lere two original stories ; "A True 
Ator~l" and "Loopety- Loop Soup" by Alma L. {ard . The vocabularies 
of these texts were verified by t he Boston Univers~ty Primary 
emedial eading Vocabulary . Seven pictures in biack and l~hi te 
were added . Six questions t-Ter e formulat ed for story based on the 
qontent and the pictures . 
Procedure: · The stories and pictures w·ere arrang ~ i n booklet form . 
There t~ere four booklets in .all , two for each story , one illustrated 
and one not illustrated . A rotation syst em as arranged with each 
child getting one illustrated story and one non - illustrated story . 
The subjects were divided so each story was presented equally in 
both forms . Each child was tested individually on the reading 
I 
material . No preparation was given the child for ' r ading or any 
comments made concerning the illustration _. The child was helped 
on words he didn •t know. lvhen the story was finished the child 
t-1as question d . Any comments the ch i ld made whil:e reading or b ing 
questioned were indicated . The child also said which story he liked 
best and the re son for his choice . Fifty childr,en in the first ani 
second grade 'ere studied . It toJas a heterogeneous population . The 
Jean C. A. was 7 and the mean I . Q. 11- . 3 . 
Conclusio~: 1 . A majority preferred the illustrated stories but 
did not give the ill~strations as the reason for their choice . 
2 . .The illustrations did not seem to have any great 
effect on the comprehension in any of the stories . 
3 . In comparing t he total scores on· the illustrated 
I 
and non- illustrated stories , the mean score showed. a slight favor 
toward the non- illustrated stories . The differences were not sig-
nificant . 
4. In Story I , the mean score was i.,n favor of the 
non- illustrated story . The difference was not statistically sig-
nificant . 
5. In Story II , the mean was in favor of the non-
illustrated story . The difference was not significant . 
6 . In comparing boys and girls , the girls showed 
a high mean on the non- illustrated material , the boys showed a 
higher mean on the illustrated mat erial . The differences were 
not statistically significant . 
Specific Findings: 1. Co-·t:p8risons of a ll the oorE'! s were ,5 . 1 for the 
illustrnt ed nate riul a nd 5.1 for the n on - t llustra t .d i11 ' t e rlal . 
2. Comp risons for Story I 1-1 re 5. 5 for t h e ill us -
I 
trated ma t e rial, ~nd ~.6 for the non- illu~tr t .d . l 
3. Co tiarisons for Story II woro 4. 7 for the 
il1ustre.t :.- d -ma t e-rir-1 nd L~ . 8 f or t he non - tllustr .. ted !!'!a.t e rial , 
Boston Un~ttY 
School of EducaUOQ 
·, ·~ Libl:arv. ~:. 
}~yo , Amy Florence . The Effect £[ Adjusted Basal : ~rials upo~ 
Achievement in Grades Two ~ Three . Ed . }I. 1947 . 40p . 
Problem: To discover the range of individual reading abilities 
at second and third grade levels , the a mount of adjustment being 
made to provide for different levels of achievement , and the x-
tent to l'lhich gains in reading achievement are effected by adjusted 
basal material . 
J.faterials: Four reading tests were given to 306 second and third 
grade pupils . The tests given were the Durrell Analysis of Read~ 
ing Difficulty rorms E and F of the Stanford Achievement Test and 
an informal test built from the child ' s classroom, reader by the 
writer . The informal test was a 100 word selectibn of material 
that had been had recently in class . 
Procedure: The four tests were given by the writ~r . The informal 
test was scored for time , the number of reading e:Z..rors and compre-
hension . The oral reading paragraphs from the Durrell Analysis 
were given and scored according to standard direc~ions . The Stan ... 
ford tests were given in January with the other tests and the al-
ternate form was again given in Iay . The degree 'of difficulty of 
material was found by comparing a child ' s reading: level to his 
classroom materials . Each reading level group ' s gain was found 
I 
by +he two Stanford Tests . 
Conclusions: Of the total group 18% were reading at a level adjusted 
t o their abilities , 23 a were reading mat rial too hard for them , am 
59% were reading material too easy for them. · Children who are reading 
materials adjusted to their ability or from three to even months 
below t heir level make the great est gain in reading achievemen t . 
When the basal material was eight months or more too hard the mean 
gains were 1•7 in favor of the adjusted group , which was not 
statistically significant . lfuen the basal materials were three to 
s even months too hard the difference be tween the :112 an gains was 1 . 9 
in favor . of t he adjusted group , which was significant . lihen the 
basal material was t hr ee to seven months too easy, t he difference 
was . 4 in favor of t he adjusted group , which 1ias not significant. 
tfuen t he basal material 1.zas eight t o 12 months too easy t he differ-
enc e was 1 . 3 in favor of the adjusted group which is not signif-
icant . lVhen the basal na terial was 13 to 17 months too easy the 
di fference lias 2 . 7 in favor .of the adjusted group which was sig-
nificant . lvhen the basal mat erial · lias 1 8 or more ' months t oo hard 
t he difference was 3 . 3 which was significant . 
.. 
Uillazzo, '1ar jori T. !!!.=. Effect ~ Adjust 
on Achi 
-
l 
i.n Grad s ·.!!2 a11d Three . Ed . 1~ . 194 .. . .. 56p . 
Proble .: To d t d.nc a mean · of indicating the de r~e of adju t -; 
ment of ba 1 r adin:r teria1s to reading ochievem 11t 1 vcls in 
I 
grades two and t hre .. , the rclation~hip betw . n u±table bas 1 read-
ing ro t erial . and or.: 1 r ding gains , .the types of, or 1 read in 
diffi,culti s of ch i l ren abov • on, or bclm'l their: a chieve nt level . 
~rat crials: hree oral r.eading test were given to 104 second nd 
third ~rade pupils . The te ts were the Durrell Arialy is of Reading 
Difficulty Oral eading· T s t I , The Gil more Oral 'e ding T t an 
11 informal te t built by the writer • . Th informal test l'l s a 
I 
sel ection of at le st 100 words from the child ' s 1) sal r ad r . 
' Co 'preh nsion checks by questions were giv non all material . A 
modifie check list fro the Durrell An lys is was :u to check 
oral readin errors . 
Proc dure: The oral tests w re given i ndividuallY, to e ch child·. 
The tim , rat e and typ s of reading difficut tie wcr not d by 
check li ts . Th Gil1uor t st as given to compare thi ye r ' 
score with thos obtained 1st year on the same t~st . Th, infor-
' 
nal te t r esults were comp r ed wi t h the r esult from th Durr 11 
Analysis to find the perc nt ge of adju t ent of bas 1 mat rials 
to ach i evement ancl to note the o~ ·al reading gains on the Gilmor 
test . 
Conclusi ons: For th tot 1 group 44)~ lV'er ·reading ba 1 mat rials 
at achi vem nt level, 55% at below achieve ent 1 vel nd 1% at 
above achievement 1 vel . · A comparison of the infor;-mal test with 
the Durrell Analysis shows a significant ifference of . 8 . This 
again shows that t he basal materials were too easy ·for many of 
t he children . In comparisons of results of the Gilmore test , 
there was a difference of 7 . 7 words per minute gain between those 
reading below achievement level t o those reading reading at lev 1 . 
There was a diff rene~ of . 6 in the mean gain in paragraphs b twe n 
i 
those reading at below level and those reading at 1 vel . Th most 
frequent types of oral reading difficul~ie among more than 50% 
of those reading at 1 vel were: 
1 . word perception errors 
2. habitual additions 
3 . habitual repetitions 
4 . monotonous tone 
5 ~ poor phrasing 
I 
The most frequent types of oral reading difficulties among more 
than 40% of those . ._ ... eading belm'l level were: 
1 . word perception errors 
2. habitual repetitions 
a. inadequate phrasing. 
l· 
I 
O'Nei l , }Iary Judith • . Analf is £f the Effectiveness of Filmstrips 
I n Co 1parison with Oral Presentation of Stories i n the First 
- ' - - ---- .....,__. __ ____., - ~ - -----
and Second ~~· Ed . r. 1952. 43p . 
Problem: To compare th~ effectiveness of presenting to first and 
second grade childr en a story by films trip and oral presentation 
by t he teacher. 
Materials: ~~o Hans Christian Anderson stories were used . The 
filmstrips were the "Ugly Duckling" and "Thumbelina" (Fairy Tales 
adapted by Florence l . Tchailca with Edith Scott Robinson) ·Curric-
ulum Films , 1946 . The captions under t he pictures of the filmstrips 
liere written in story form to be read by the teacher for the oral 
I 
presentation . Y s and No · tests 1>1ere constructed to measure the 
I 
retention . Sixty- three children in orie school were studi d: 35 
i n Grade I and 28 in Grade II . Th mean C.A. was· 7 . 3 with a mean 
i 
I •. of 105 . 8 . 
Proced.E.!:!: Before school began the first grade w'as shown the "Ugl y 
Duckling" on the fil strip . During the sho~dng a picture 'tfas held 
in vieli long enough to clarify words used in the tOi·y·. All cap-
tions liere read by the teacher . Immediately following t he film a 
test 1·1as given to check ret ention of the tory . Sentences were 
read by the teacher and t h children drew lines around the correct 
ans1·mr . There were 15 items in t.he test . Lat~r . in the morni ng the 
same story was orally presented by the teacher td t h e second grade . 
The same words were clarified for meani ng and t he same retention 
test given . The next day the s econd grade l·las given the filmstrip 
Thu ·b lin" t h fir t gr d t r 1 r sent tion of th tory. 
t>i ti n t c f r , nning . 
Both r o ng i n iv ct io chcc ~ . otb th fil trip 
p nt~tion nd oral' pr · nt tiona· w all one by th it r . 
Conclusions : 1 . ison of the tot 1 re ults of th film trip 
and oral p cs ntation sh ~ d a iff r nc in vor of he fil strip 
pre ntation. The differ nc not statistic lly s i gnifi nt . 
I 
2. Comparisons of both pres nt tiop o the "Ugly 
clling • h w d diff rene in f vor o or 1 pr nt tion of 
tory . T e differenc a not st tisticall si lificant . · 
·a. Co1parisons of both m tho of present tion for 
' 
'Thu b lin " showed differ nc in favor of fil~strip pr nt tion . 
Th - critical ratio a 3 . 2 , 
4 . co pari on of oy ad i 1 for film trip pr -
i 
nt tion toted li 
~ 
t diff r nee in favo of t girls . The 
' 
diff r not i ific nt . 
s. c of boy an irls for or 1 pr en-
tat i on s 0 d a li iff rene in vor o th ('J'i 1 • The 
diffe c m not if c nt . 
' • -r t 
... I?OC L. C . dt • 1 ·Ln ~ngs . • Co ar i sons of t~e fllmst~i0 and orel pre -
sentation gave score s of 11 . 65 for t hE. ftl ~strip pr :.son t tion nd 
13 . 1 fo r t h ora l . 
I 
2 . Co parisons of the scar s ~f the "Ugly Duck-
ling" wor~ filmstri~ pre scnat ton 11 . 4, oral pr_sen t a tion 1 3 . 9. 
3. Cor"1Darisons of the scor.s of 11 Thur• b e lina 11 
were 13 . 96 for fil stri ~rasent tton a d 12. 45 ,for ora l pres nt tton. 
Richards , Clare Elizabeth. An Evaluation of the ·h"'ffect of Illus-
- _....,_ ·- - -- - ----
trations on c·omprehension in the Fifth and Sixth Grad.es . 
-~ ---- -- - _....__ ...,..._..._ __ _....;_ 
Ed . ... • 1945 . 98p . 
Problem : To discover the ffect of illustration on the r ad r ' s 
I 
comprehension of written matter . 
Materials : Four inte~ediate grades social stu ies stories were 
I 
c hosen for th experiment . The stori s were: · on about the Panama 
Canal from Our Count!L by Beebe , Hamma , cClure p~blished by Laid-
law and Co ., "The feat herman and His l¥or lc" from. Unit Study Book No . 
551 by A. Eleanor Thom s , one about the Se uoia trees from tQries 
in Trees by .. Iary L. Cu tis , the last story '\vas lvri tten by the 
author calle "Sail in<>" . Each story was prepared in two forms , 
I 
wit h and without illustrations and two booklets prepared with the 
four stories . In Boo let 'Form A the first and third stories were 
' 
illustrat ed ; in Booklet B the second and fourth stories . Directly 
follm ing each story there ~as a co~.prehension check , multipl e 
choice , matching , completion , and diagram methods'. A total of 103 
fifth and sixth grade children were used . All pupils in a school 
of these grades were used so there was no attempt to have it a 
selected population . 
Procedure: The -experiment was carried on f or three days . The book-
lets were handed out in alternation one child having Form A, th 
next Form. B. The instructions liere to read the first two stories 
and then to answer the questions following them. There was no time 
limit . ~1 the second day of the experiment a retention check was 
' given on the first tlio stories before the last tl'IO 1 1t~ere read . The 
same comprehension checks were ·used on bot h days ~ On the third 
day retention checks were given on the third and f01.lrth stories . 
The data was analyzed for the comprehension and retention scores 
of the total population and the comprehension and :etention scores 
according to intelligence level . 
Conclusions: Comparisons of comprehension scores of total population . 
1 . The illustrations seemed to have little effect on t he com-
prehension scores . In three out of the four stories th~ ifferences 
noted were in favor of the illustrated material . In story II the 
difference was in favor of t he non ~illustrated n~terial . None of 
the differences were statist i cal;I:y significant . 
2 . The results of the retention scores were not consistent . 
Stories I and !I were in favor of the non- illustra'ted material and 
III and ·IV were in favor of th~ illustrated . The difference on 
story I was 1 . 7 and statistically significant . 
Comparison of comprehension by intelligence levels . 
1 . The children of superior intelligence had higher score$ 
on the non - illustrat ed material in all b~t the last story. In 
story III this was a significant difference of 1 . 2 . 
2 . In stories II and IV the !"etention of the superior stu-
' dents is better in illustrated material and in stories I and III 
the non- illustrated material is better . None of the scores l'lere 
significa nt . 
3 . The children with averag int elligence h~d slightly higher 
scores in the illustrated material than in the non- illustrated 
material . None of the differences were significant . 
4 ~ The retention scores for the average group were s lightly 
higher in the illustrated material in three of the four stories . 
·one of the differences tere significant . 
I 
\. 
Sullivan , :?>!cave . Oral ; ecall from Ed . {. 1952 . 
67 p . 
Problem: To deterr.line the amount of recall from reading a story 
or seeing a movie or a combination of both media . 
}aterials: Second grade film readers and corresponding sound films 
by the D. C. Heath Cp . and the Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc . 
were used . The readers belonged to the series Its ra~ To Find Out . 
-----
The ti tlcs of the stories used 'Nere: Gray Squirrel , Shep , 'fhe Far m 
Dog , The iln~n , and A Day at the Fair . The readers varied slightly 
in length , were about 950 lords each . Black and white pictures , ore -
half the size of the page we e on each page . These pictures wer 
stills from the movies . The text of the readers was identical with 
most of the sound track of .the film • . The childr en t ested were 60 
second grades from t he two classes in the same school . · They had a 
mean C . A . of 7 . 4 , mean }I . A . of 7 . 8 , mean I . Q ~ of 101 and mean read-
ing age of 2 . 8 . 
Procedure: The testing was done for four l'leeks at t he end of the 
first semester . Each class \as divided into two groups . Group A 
consisted of the top and middle reading group in each class and 
Group 13 of the lmi reading group in each class . Each of the four 
groups had two stories presented to them. One was ld th a film, one 
without . The two stories presented to Group A i n each class were 
Gray Squirrel and Shep , the Far Dog . Group B used 'fhe }~ilman and 
A nay at the Fair . In one class the story was presented alone , in 
the other class the film was presented followed by the reader . Bofu 
groups were iv n a identical . presentation of vocabulary . Upon 
co pletion of t he silent reading of t he text , a tap recording 
was ad o each c il ' s unaided recall . esppns es were checked 
against c cck l i st of memories for ach tor y . 
Conclusions : Onl y one s tory shm'led any significant. 1differenc in 
. ' 
• j . 
the a ount of recall . Gr y Squirr el present d to Group A howed 
a difference of 3 . 0 in favor of the text pr esent a tion only . The 
other stories showed no significant differences as follows . Shep , 
the Dog , s hm·m to Group A a difference of • 3 in favo r of th 
I 
text presentation on ly; The J.Iailman , shm-1n to Group B a difference 
of 1 . 0 in 'favor of t he film presentation , and A Day at the Fair , 
shmm to Group D and di fference of 1 . 1 i n favor of t he f :Llm pre-. 
sentation . ecall of the stories in · general was1 o a poor level . 
Poorer readers seem to benefit or fro a fil· presentatior Hith 
the reader than' do t he better reader • 
) 
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